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Achievements to make this university “A Mass University” 
 

 Successfully conducted first FM Radio text project 
 

 The AVC team also produced syllabus based environmental films 
for UGC’s Second year students. Two of these programmes 
received international awards at Florida and Finland. Produced  
more than 100 agricultural programmes- and special programmes 
for Swachha Bharat 

 
 Mr Abhay Kulkarni and Mr Jagdish Kulkarni  were sent to Hong 

Kong for training of Non linear editing. This was very first time such 
abroad  training was imparted to AVC staff 

 
 Mr Abhay Kulkarni was deputed to Shrilanka and Malaysia for 

Project under COL. 
 

 AVC successfully conducted the project of VLCs through 
association of ISRO. This two way interactive video system is 
installed in AV campus with specially constructed on line video 
studio. 

 
 Since last 4 years AVC runs a successful web radio programme 

titled Yashwani. This programme is highly useful for reaching to 
masses (as per motto of the university) and this programme has 
benefited many students. The programmes are freely available on 
internet with a normal net connection. 

 
 Produced TV advertisements for promotion of YCMOU courses –

These advertisements were telecast on Doordarshan and it 
reached all Maharashtra 

 
 AVC has  recorded distinguished and eminent personalities – Like 

P L Deshpande, Vasant Kanetkar, Jabbar Patel, Hon Sharad 
Pawar, Kadar Khan, Asha Bhosle, Shivajirao Bhosle, Sharu 
Rangnekar , Boris Ersson and many others. 

 
 AVC has successfully telecast its all programmes on Doordarshan 

Marathi channel   AVC is using YouTube channel to spread its 
videos 
 

 AVC records all major events, convocations  and programmes in 
YCMOU. Thus the main content/ lectures/ thoughts expressed are 
archived. 



 
 Mr Jagdish Kulkarni has attended  video production training 

programme at Finland and Armenia while his official tour for 
receiving award.  With his tour – a group of video producers and 
media technicians is now associated with AVC. With their 
guidance we could get important technology and visuals needed 
for our films. 

 
 European Commission (EU) Brussels provided their rare visuals 

related to Nature  and space for our Environmental films. Mr 
Jagdish Kulkarni visited EU office at Brussels and collected the 
video content.  AVC is glad to get associated with international 
media experts through this network. 

 
 Padmvibhushan Sundarlaalji Bahuguna visited YCMOU’s AVC – 

as a guide and expert for production of environmental films. 
 

 During the last 26+ years the AVC has created more than 1000 
video programmes and over 2000Audio programmes. Many 
programmes produced by AVC are nationally and internationally 
acclaimed.  

 
 The AVC is known for its ultra modern equipment. In the  last 25 

years the AVC has updated itself with the latest and modern 
technology in the video and film media.  Starting from Super VHS 
equipment now the AVC has fully tapeless – digital system of 
video recording and processing.   

 
 YCMOU ‘s AVC was the first media centre in India to have Non 

Linear editing setup in 1996.  
 

 The AVC staff is trained for technical and production skills. The 
staff  has undergone training at Doordarshan Kendra Mumbai, 
IGNOU EMPC, ISRO studio, IIT Pawai interactive studio,  BRAOU 
studio, Telerad Ahamdabad and Apple India Mac institute.  Foreign 
media experts like David Saunders,   Boris Ersson have visited 
AVC for on hands training to AV staff. All the staff is well 
trained  for working with modern technologies. 

 
 The AV staff has created special effort programmes like 

Video Programmes for Loom operators, house maids, 
Dabbawalas, Cobblers, Barbers and such lower income 
groups.  Programmes for Urdu, Japnese and French 
language.  Video programmes for traffic management 
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